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On the topic of security alerts and patches, Microsoft Corp. is undoubtedly the 800-

pound gorilla. When the company publicized its strategy of issuing security alerts once a

month (see story), I was initially dismayed, but the wisdom of the decision sank in.

Much of the frustration expressed by IT managers around the world has a lot to do with

the unpredictability of security alerts. They could come at any time, and we'd have to

drop what we were doing and spring into action -- at least the action of analyzing and

understanding how bad the latest salvo could be. What would go through my mind was,

"Is this the alert that if left unpatched could lead to 'Son of Blaster'?"

Assimilating patch alerts under the old process was like responding to earthquakes. You

could be prepared, to a point, but you never knew when it would strike or how bad it

would be.

[ Keep up on the latest thought leadership, insights, how-to, and analysis on IT through

Computerworld’s newsletters. ]

Now, the security alerts are more like hurricanes. We know they're out there and when

they will make landfall (the second Tuesday of the month, all year long), but we still don't

know exactly how bad they will be.

Still, Microsoft's releasing security alerts on the second Tuesday of the month presents a

great opportunity: the ability to plan.

Mark your calendars
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Now that you know when Microsoft will issue the security alerts, it's time to schedule

some recurring meetings.

[ Learn how IT can harness the power and promise of 5G in this FREE CIO Roadmap

Report. Download now! ]

The morning after the second Tuesday: Schedule one to two hours to analyze

security alerts and do some rough prioritizing and risk analysis.

Same day, in the afternoon: Meet with Windows NT administrators and end-user

systems administrators to discuss the alerts, their priorities, which ones are relevant,

which ones are urgent, which ones can wait and which ones can safely be ignored.

Thursday: Windows NT administrators and end-user systems administrators begin

testing systems with patch(es) installed. Also, begin work on patch-distribution

plans.

Friday: Distribute patches to test systems. The users who are in the test program

know that new patches are coming, and they'll avoid highly critical work since they

know that a reboot is likely. The patches will run all day Friday and over the

weekend. If you're squeamish about patching test systems on Friday, or if it takes

more time to package a test distribution, wait until Monday.
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Tuesday or Wednesday: Meet to discuss testing, make decisions on how to

proceed with deployment of patches to entire company.

Thursday: Begin deployment of patches to systems.

The preceding timetable is an example. Your organization's needs will dictate a different

schedule. Perhaps you have a regularly scheduled change control meeting that you need

to incorporate into the process, or maybe there are critical, nonchangeable business

events that collide with my example. But you get my point: Now it's possible to plan a

response without the usual disruptive interruptions.

Which patches to deploy

I barely mentioned in the timetable example above the process of risk analysis: deciding

which patches to deploy now, which to defer and which to disregard altogether. This is a

critical step in the overall process.

It's imprudent -- and a probable waste of resources -- to simply shotgun all of the

patches everywhere. By their nature, patches introduce an unavoidable instability onto

every system on which they are applied. The risk of instability and resulting malfunctions

or downtime may be greater than the risk that the patch is intended to avoid. Further, it

may be possible to mitigate the risk through other means. The classic example is to close

vulnerable ports on the firewall in order to slow down certain attacks, such as SQL

Slammer.

Cycle time

You'll have to ponder one important question: Is one month long enough to go through

the complete cycle of analysis, testing and deployment? If not, you'll have to run patch

cycles concurrently or take the patches from two months and put them into one

process. Regardless, for the first time, it's possible to develop a real, sustainable process

around patching the world's most famous -- or infamous -- software.

Unintended side effect
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Now, Microsoft will have to update Outlook to accommodate the new schedule. I want

to be able to plan a recurring meeting that takes place on the Wednesday after the

second Tuesday. No, not the second Wednesday -- that could be a week earlier

sometimes. Every change has a ripple effect.
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